
Image processing 1 14.03.2019 

Tasks in this course are given in English. Otherwise, the language used is Finnish.  Please download and 

install Matlab from the link given in course web page. If Matlab is not familiar to you, you can look at some 

tutorial videos from Youtube. (For instance, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82TGgQApFIQ). The code 

lines below help you to do the first assignments.  

A=imread('Im1.tif');%Read in an image into variable A. 
size(A) %Rows,columns and "channels" (Red,Green,Blue) 
imshow(A); %Show image. 
B=A(:,:,1); %Red channel of A. 
imshow(B);  %Show only red channel. 
C=rgb2gray(A); %Convert A into a grayscale image. 

  
row=C(10,:) %10th row of grayscale image. 
plot(row); 
col=C(:,10); %10th column of grayscale image. 
plot(col); 

  
myimg1=zeros(800,600) % Just one way to create a black image. 
imshow(myimg1) 

  
myimg2=ones(800,600) % Just one way to create a white image. 
imshow(myimg2) 

  
myimg2(1:5,1:end)=0 % Five first rows will be black. 
imshow(myimg2) 

  
D=C-B;              %Subtracting corresponding pixel values of B from C. 
imshow(D) 

  
positions=find(C>mean(C(:))) %Finding image indices in which the value is  
                             % more that the mean value. Look at 
                   %https://se.mathworks.com/help/matlab/ref/ind2sub.html 

 

1. Mean value on image C can be calculating using mean(C(:)) function and standard deviation using 

std2(C) function. Calculate mean and standard deviation of green and blue channels of image A.  

2. Function find is handy in searching such pixel values from an image that fulfills certain criteria. 

Create a black and white presentation of image C such that background is black (0) and foreground 

(1) is composed of such pixels that have values over the mean. 

3. What image quantization means and why it is used? 

4. Show that the median is not a linear operation. An example is presented in page 81. 

5. When we are dealing with images, we have to be careful with data types. Default data type for 

image data in Matlab is uint8. It is unsigned 8 bit long and can have values form 0 to 255. For 

instance, when subtracting image B from image C, our 8-bit data gets “clamped” to zero, because 

uint8 cannot present negative numbers. Data types can be converted to others. For instance, if 

variable a is of type uint8, it can be converted to variable b of type double using b=double(a). 

Function imshow can present only positive values.  Calculate image D using double conversion, 

subtract minimum of D from all pixels and convert the result back to uint8 for presentation with 

imshow function.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82TGgQApFIQ

